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first of all... 



good news...  



everyone  
can make video games!  



it doesn’t take years or months  
(depending on scope, time invested) 



coding is not necessary 
(unless you want to) 



Construct 2 
scirra.com/construct2 

visual scripting 



Bitsy 
https://ledoux.itch.io/bitsy 
 

web tools 



game engines are free 
Unity3D  

unity3d.com 
 



Unity3D 
unity3d.com 
 

Adam real-time rendering demo:  

youtube.com/watch?v=OoBZRN8CiHg 



Scratch 
scratch.mit.edu/ 
 tools for kids 



Brownie camera 1900 
 

low cost, simple 
no dark room 
no chemicals 

snapshot pictures 

analogy: 

photography 



a lot more people  
are making video games 



game development  
as individual pursuit 



game development  
as individual pursuit 

= focus  
of this talk 



game development as self-expression 



self-expression in other media 



self-expression in video games 



expressive power  

of video games 



Gravitation Jason Rohrer 
hcsoftware.sourceforge.net/gravitation/ 



What Now? Arielle Grimes 
ariellegrimes.itch.io/what-now 



Depression simulator 
parallaxvisions.itch.io/depression-simulator 



LIM Merritt Kopas 
a-dire-fawn.itch.io/lim 



story 
internal  

experience 



story comes from player 



video games as simulations 



video games as simulations 



video games 

simulating mental processes 



other examples 



queer expression 
 

 



Dys4ia Anna Anthropy 

w.itch.io/dys4ia 

Mainichi Mattie Brice 

mattiebrice.com/mainichi/ 
Talks With My Mom Vaida Plankyte 

vaidap.itch.io/talks-with-my-mom 



political expression 



Molleindustria Paolo Pedercini  

molleindustria.org 



in general: personal games 

Lieve Oma Florian Veltman 
vltmn.itch.io/lieve-oma 

That Dragon, Cancer Numinous Games 
thatdragoncancer.com 



video games as vehicles 

to share experiences 



video games as vehicles 

to share experiences 

creator  consumer 



video games as a medium 
for communication 



video games as a medium 
for communication 

not just entertainment! 
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shortform game 

longform game 

novel 
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book series 
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       More at 
        poeticvideogames.tumblr.com/recommended 



“The question is not whether 

videogames are art. The question is 
how can we make good art with 

the medium of videogames.  
 

Notgames proposes that one direction 
of exploration may be to abandon the 
idea that what we make, should be a 

game. To approach the medium with an 
open mind.” 

notgames 
notgames.org/blog/2010/03/19/not-a-manifesto/ 

2010 

Tale of Tales 

real-time art manifesto 
tale-of-tales.com/tales/RAM.html 

2006 

       More at 
        poeticvideogames.tumblr.com/recommended 



video games 
 important medium for communication 



video games 
 

 mode of expression 
 experience of content  

different from other media 

important medium for communication 
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video games have outgrown their name 

another 
medium 

??? 

video games 

‘fun’ 



recap 



more people are making video games 

as artistic expression (or simply for fun), 

individually 



not the complete picture 



not the complete picture 

e.g. not all indvidiual game developers 

make personal games 



what’s making this all possible? 



what’s making this all possible? 
why now? 



#1 game engines 

make it a lot easier  

to create video games 



complete  
development environment 

physics 

graphics rendering AI 

scene editors 

networking 

.... 

cinematics 

animators 

#1 game engines 



complete  
development environment 

physics 

graphics rendering AI 

scene editors 

networking 

.... 

cinematics 

animators 

+ plugins!!! 

#1 game engines 



Unity3D Unity 

unity3d.com 



Construct 2 

Game Maker 

Twine 

Unity3D 
Unreal Engine 

.... 

low threshold 

higher 
threshold 

.... 

Godot Engine 

Bitsy 

#1 game engines 
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Construct 2  2011 
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Bitsy 2017 (web-based game creation) 

https://ledoux.itch.io/bitsy 
 



Games made with Bitsy: 
itch.io/c/201121/bitsy-faves 

 

Bitsy 2017 (web-based game creation) 

https://ledoux.itch.io/bitsy 
 



#2 digital distribution platforms 

Steam  2003 
store.steampowered.com 

was (is) important  
independent studios 



itch.io 2013 
itch.io 

more recently 
(and for individuals) 



itch.io 2013 
itch.io 

public account page 
linseyray.itch.io 



itch.io 2013 
itch.io 
 

customizable game pages 

 managore.itch.io/reap 



itch.io 2013 
itch.io 

browser-playable 

 linseyray.itch.io/compass 



Kickstarter 2008 
kickstarter.com 

kickstarter.com/projects/godatplay/that-dragon-cancer 

#3 crowdfunding platforms 

was (is) important  
independent studios 



Patreon 2013 
patreon.com 
shown: patreon.com/vacuumflowers 

#3 crowdfunding platforms 

more recently 
(and for individuals) 



university 
online 

game engine-specific 

#4 education 



#5 community spaces 

strength 
motivation 
connection 



twitter.com 

#5 community spaces 



#selfcarejam #YOUjam 

#GlobalGameJam #ludumdare 

game jams 

#5 community spaces 



itch.io/jams 



games festivals & conferences 

Lyst 

Romance, Love & Sex in games 

lyst-summit.org/ 

Screenshake 

diversity of video games 
for general audience 

screenshake.be/ 

Queerness and Games Conference 
qgcon.com 

gameconfs.com 

#5 community spaces 



@BerlinGamez 

Mini Game Jam 
9h, once a month, next: TOMORROW! 

berlingamescene.com/event/october-mini-game-jam-2017/ 

BerlinGameScene.com 

Talk & Play  

next: October 31st 

meetup.com/BerlinGame
Scene/events/243246879 

A MAZE. / Berlin 

yearly in April 
amaze-berlin.de 

Femisphere 
every few months 

berlingamescene.com/event/ 
femisphere-lvl-2/ 



so... in summary 
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new services 
to share 
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to create 

How has gamedev become more accessible? 

create educate 

share 

 easier than ever (for individuals) to 

connect 

growing community 
to connect 
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tips for getting started 

~ Look into game engines 
 
~ Participate in game jams itch.io/jams 

 
~ Do #1GAM onegameamonth.com 

 
~ Get on Twitter  
 
~ Go to events gameconfs.com 

 

~ Create, Create, Create! (and maybe share?) 



Thank you! 

Linsey Raymaekers 
linseyray.github.io 

@linsey_ray 
 


